
     One of history’s most well-known philosophical discussions was
between Jesus and the Judean governor, Pilate. Judas, a disciple of
Jesus, alerts authorities to his teacher's location, initiating three quick
trials. During Pilate’s inquisition, Jesus says the reason for his life is "to
testify to the truth," and Pilate responds, “What is truth?” 
    The Greek word, alethia, and the Latin word, veritas, are translated
into English as “truth,” but I think the better translation is REALITY. At a
very deep metaphysical spiritual-plane level, a conversation
regarding illusions continues to allude Biblical scholars and humanity.
    Science of Mind deals with thoughts, whether Spirit initiating ether
into form, or humans manifesting from thought. The illusion that the
mind of Spirit is different from the mind within each of us presents as
the illusion that blocks us from spiritual vision. As each of us
understands our Earthly purpose using concepts from A Course in
Miracles, Kabbalah, and/or Christian theology, we innately know that
there is One Mind in which we all have our being.  
     That is the Reality—the Unity of One Mind, and the illusion is every
conceivable path rooted in separation. Living derivatively in dualism is
the illusion, and the truth/alethia/veritas/reality that the Christ
consciousness calls us to spiritually envision is: There is One Life, that
Life Being the Source of All that Is…. 
     Consciousness is always a unity, but our illusive mind categorizes
the whole into conceptual parts. And in this mirage, the narrative to
see Christ as separate from you and I perpetuates over and over in
the time known as Lent, which culminates in an event that is so
supernatural (The Resurrection) that the illusion of separateness
justifies Christ becoming an atoning bridge. But as we are all One, no
chasm exists, so no bridge is needed; therefore, the conversation
between Pilate and Christ becomes a cyclical illusion that humanity
continues to play out every day, year after year...
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Illusion of Lent
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